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Motivation
•Debugging MPI applications is difficult as developers
cannot inspect the state of the MPI runtime
•The MPI Tools Working Group has proposed a
standard interface between the debugger and MPI
runtime [1]
•With this interface, debuggers can easily present MPI
state to the developer
Contributions
•Support for MPI handle introspection in the
TotalView debugger
•A reference introspection implementation in
Open MPI
•A demonstration of simplified MPI debugging
Debugger access to MPI state
•MPI implementation provides functions for
introspection as a library
• Introspection functions extract data from MPI
handles
•Debugger and library interact through mutual
callback functions [2]
Figure 1 : Example use case to fetch communicator information.
1 Debugger queries a communicator
2 Library requests raw data from process
3 Debugger extracts raw data from process
4 Library parses raw data and returns standardized
communicator information
5 Debugger presents data to developer
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Figure 2 : Best case scenario for existing MPI debugging. Developer must understand internal data
structures. For closed source MPI implementations, even this is not possible.
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Fig. 3. Sequence diagram for querying a communicator.
1 d1.<> . mpidbg
Loaded MPI s u p p o r t l i b r a r y / g / g90 / l a u s t b n / l o c a l / l i b /
3 openmpi / l i bomp i dbg mp ihand l e s . so :
Open MPI hand l e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s u p p o r t f o r p a r a l l e l
5 d ebugge r s compi l ed on Sep 5 2014
7 F i n i s h e d l o a d i n g MPI i n t r o s p e c t i o n s u p p o r t .
9 d1.<> d focu s p2
p2.<
11 p2.<> . mpidbgdump
Name Handle
13 MPI COMM WORLD 0x6028a0
MPI COMM SELF 0 x2aaaab01aa00
15 MPI COMM PARENT 0 x2aaaab01a9e0
MPI COMM NULL 0 x2aaaab01a3e0
17
p2.<> . mpidbgquery b a s i c 0 x6028a0
19 Query ing communica tor 0 x6028a0 i n p r o c e s s 0x4878780
Communicator : MPI COMM WORLD
21 Rank : 0
S i z e : 4
23 F l ag Value
MPIDBG COMM INFO PREDEFINED True
25 MPIDBG COMM INFO CARTESIAN Fa l s e
MPIDBG COMM INFO GRAPH Fa l s e
27 MPIDBG COMM INFO TOPO REORDERED Fa l s e
MPIDBG COMM INFO INTERCOMM Fa l s e
29 { . . . }
Query was s u c c e s s f u l
Fig. 4. A TotalView command line debugging session. The implementation is
work in progress and can currently fetch and decode MPI_Comm information.
Figure 4 shows a debugging session. It starts by loading
the debug library and then performs two queries. The first
query shows Open MPI’s mapping of internal communicators.
The second query provides basic information on the built-in
MPI_COMM_WORLD communicator.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have successfully implemented the proposed Handle
Introspection interface in TotalView and Open MPI.
The benefit for MPI developers is clear. Introspection
enables high level debugging of MPI applications without
deep knowledge of the MPI library implementation. For MPI
implementation vendors, it decouples the internals from the
debugging and even allows flexible debugging of closed source
MPI implementations. Further work will include integration
into the graphical interface of TotalView and support for
additional MPI handle types.
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Figure 3 : Debugging with introspection support thorugh the TotalView command line. TotalView displays the status of a
communicator.
•MPI implementation traverses data structures – assisted by the Debugger
•Developer sees MPI API level information
Future Work
• Integration into TotalView’s graphical user interface
•Validation against other MPI implementations
•Visualization of MPI communication and processes
•Querying MPI handle state from the debugger;
filtering and showing handles matching certain
criteria
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